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Julian Pavone, 'The World's Youngest Drummer,' Now Also the World's Youngest Inventor at Age 3?

BLOOMFIELD HILLS, Mich., Oct. 30 /PRNewswire/ -- Julian Pavone, who at 20- months-old made
headlines around the world with his talents as a drummer, has become perhaps the world's youngest
inventor at the age of 3.
Robert L. Kelly, of the prestigious Detroit metropolitan law firm, Dickinson Wright PLLC, has filed an
application for Julian's "Abracadabra" Stain Cover-Up which can be used to cover up stains on clothes,
paint chips on musical instruments, walls, doors and many other items.
Julian's invention consists of a container that he designed as a base drum that holds the needed color of
the correction fluid and an applicator designed as a drum stick.
Bernadino Pavone, Julian's father, described how his son developed the innovation as follows:
"Julian, by accident, made a mark on an old T-shirt I was wearing. He felt bad but told me 'I will fix it.' He got
some white out and used it to cover up the spot on the shirt and waved his hand and said 'Abracadabra.'
After he developed the applicator and container, Pavone said, Julian realized he would need different colors
to "fix things".
"He actually mixed red food dye and white-out to 'make' pink and applied that to a pink blouse," Pavone
said. "That led us to trademark 'Abracadabra' for the product and we are working on developing a formula in
as many colors as possible."
"That is the chronologically of the creation of 'Abracadabra' stain cover up," said Pavone.
Pavone continued: "I took the idea to Dickinson Wright but before Mr. Kelly would file for a patent he had to
meet and interview Julian. When he was convinced that Julian understood what he did, he filed for the
patent."
Pavone said the patent process may take up to a year and during the time of patent review, he will explore
the manufacturing process for the applicator and fluids.
Many consider Julian the "Tiger Woods of the Music Industry". His talents were introduced to the world
when he auditioned for the Cleveland Cavaliers at only 15 months old and was offered a contract.
At 20 months, Julian recorded his first CD, "Go Baby!" with legendary bassist Ralphe Armstrong. He has
performed live on numerous radio stations, for the NBA's Cleveland Cavaliers, at a VIP party for the
Chicago Cubs season home opener, at the House of Blues, at the Cleveland Grand Prix Opening
Ceremonies, at the NBA semi-finals for the Detroit Pistons and the Cleveland Indians.
He has inspired a series of children's books, as well as the formation of Harmonie Network (a national
entertainment and music company), the creation of a clothing line in his name, had a Korean documentary
produced about him, and received worldwide media coverage.
In association with Harmonie Network Productions (related company of Harmonie Network), Julian will also
star in a TV Show "Finding Julian's Band" ... all of this accomplished BEFORE his third birthday!
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Julian continues to reach milestones that artists with established professional careers strive to achieve. In
February, he was honored with "The 2007 Rock and Roll Lifetime Achievement Award" presented by the
Hard Rock Cafe.
Bill Zildjian, of the Sabian Cymbal Company, and Vic Firth, of Vic Firth, Inc., have also awarded Julian with
full artist endorsements. Most recently, he was featured in Ripley's Believe it or Not! The Remarkable
Revealed and is currently working on his second CD.
For more information on Julian, please visit http://www.julianpavone.com/ For Robert Kelly, please email
For more information on Dickinson Wright, please visit http://www.dickinsonwright.com/
For more information on Harmonie Network, please visit http://www.harmonienetwork.net/
For more information on Ripley's The Remarkable Revealed, please visit http://www.ripleys.com/
DATASOURCE: Harmonie Network
CONTACT: Harmonie Network, +1-734-945-5046; or Robert L. Kelly, of
Dickinson Wright PLLC,
Web site: http://www.julianpavone.com/
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